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THE DIME AND WASHER DRILL
The goal of the Dime and Washer Drill is to build good and proper trigger control that is so steady that a dime (or washer) remains balanced on the UNIT4  
through the firing process. The drill begins with the participant in a very stable prone supported position with the greatest amount of surface area in 
contact with the ground, transitions to a less stable reverse kneeling position with moderate surface area in contact with the ground, and advances to a 
much less stable standing position with the least amount of surface area in contact with the ground. When kneeling and standing, the UNIT4 should be 
braced against a stable surface with the non-shooting hand. The UNIT4 should NOT be loaded during this drill. 

STEP 1: Steady 
Body Position

Participant assumes the appropriate body position with the UNIT4 in a comfortable firing position. Body position 
should maximize contact with the ground or other surface for the greatest amount of stability. 

STEP TWO:
 Aiming

Participant focuses on both sight picture and alignment, superimposing the sight over the target center mass. 
The target will appear slightly blurry, while the front sight is in focus. 

STEP THREE: 
Breathing

Participant establishes a natural respiratory pattern while maining the appropriate body position and aim. Once 
the pattern of breathing is steady, the partner places a dime on the front sight or barrel of the UNIT4. 

STEP FOUR: 
Trigger Squeeze

While maintaining natural respiration, the participant lets the slack out of the trigger. On the natural respiratory 
pause, the participant squeezes the trigger smoothly, keeping the dime balanced on the UNIT4 while firing. 

Successfully repeat 
the Dime and Washer 
Drill in each position 
at least six times in a 
row. If the dime falls 
off during a trigger 
squeeze, the count 
resets and the 
process starts again.

Stop Waiting. Start Training.  Anytime. Anywhere.
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PRONE SUPPORTED & UNSUPPORTED POSITIONS

Participant beings lying down in a fully prone position 
- on the stomach, with legs extended and feet flat on 
the ground. The goal is to have as many points of 
contact with the ground as possible. 
Supported - use a rifle case, field bag,  
sandbag, any support item 
of  choice to  help steady the 
UNIT4 in position. 
Unsupported - remove the support and 
use arms  and hands to help 
steady the UNIT4 in position

Greatest Amount of Surface Area =
Maximum Stability

REVERSE KNEELING POSITION

Participant begins in a reverse kneeling position 
next to  a wall or other barricade surface - 
the knee/shin/foot opposite of the dominant 
shooting hand flat on the ground and the
 knee of the dominant shooting hand up. 
The elbow of the shooting hand 
should be tucked into the knee 
for additional balance, and the 
opposite hand in contact with 
the surface to stabilize the 
UNIT4. 

Moderate Amount of Surface Area = 
Moderate Stability

Participant begins in a standing 
position next to a wall or other 
barricade  surface - both feet 
flat on the floor,  with the 
non-dominant hand in contact 
with the surface  to stabilize
 the UNIT4. If there are 
additional surfaces available (side wall, 
steps, etc), these should be used to offer 
enhanced stability 

Least Amount of Surface Area = 
Least Stability 

STANDING POSITION

DID 
YOU KNOW?

The UNIT4 Training System is the perfect tool for practicing the Dime and Washer Drill. Identical to the M4 service weapon in fit, form, and function, the 
UNIT4 has a realistic trigger pull that reinforces appropriate muscle memory. Since it is classified as a non-firearm by the ATF and utilizes projectiles that 
will not break glass or penetrate human skin, drills can be conducted in a wide variety of indoor and outdoor locations.

In the next 45 days, the UNIT4 will visit

Chesapeake, VA
Camp Mackall, NC
Maxton, NC
Prospect, VA
Fort Bragg, NC
Chapel Hill, NC
Fort Campbell, KY
Nashville, TN
Frankfurt, KY

WHERE IS THE UNIT4? 

UNIT4® TACTICAL TRAINING

The June focus of our deep dive into incorporating the UNIT4 into marksmanship training is the Dime and 
Washer Drill. On a basic level, this is a relatively simple drill focused on the fundamentals of good marks-

manship: steady body position, accurate aiming, controlled breathing, and smooth trigger squeeze. On a 
deeper level, it is a crucial drill for helping users go from being consciously incompetent to unconsciously 

competent with their service weapons. 

The goal of marksmanship training is to consciously repeat movements and techniques until they 
are so deeply ingrained in muscle memory that they can be competently performed unconsciously 

in real-life situations. In an active shooting scenario, having to think about the individual steps 
involved in aiming and shooting takes critical focus away from all of the other immediate details 

requiring attention, potentially endangering you and others. By putting in the time and effort with 
repetitive drills - like the Dime and Washer Drill - you can build the muscle memory that will make you 

capable, confident, and accurate with your service weapon. Most importantly, it will allow you to fully focus 
on the situational details that matter most in the moment. Stop Waiting. Start Training. 

WELCOME

J U N E  2 0 2 1

Linden, NJ
Germantown, MD
Fort Benning, GA
Key Biscayne, FL
Red Springs, NC
Yuma, AZ
Eglin Air Force Base, FL
Harpers Ferry, WV
Quantico Marine Corps Base, VA

The UNIT4 Training System made training more realistic and opened up more 
training options and scenarios. We were able to focus on the tactics of how to 
properly conduct close quarters battle in a non-sterile environment while 

applying appropriate tactical shooting fundamentals. The rounds hurt enough to make 
trainees learn the importance of effective cover, and the marking rounds kept 
everybody honest about where their shots were actually impacting.  
- Head Trainer for the Provost Marshall of Marine Corps Base Quantico

®

Key West, FL
El Paso, TX
Las Cruces, NM

CONTACT US
@ THE BELOW 
TO SCHEDULE

A DEMO!

The UNIT4 Training System is available for purchase through the 
Defense Logistics Agency’s Tailored Logistic Program (DLA TLS). 
 


